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Stress-Free Print Buying
Print buying can be a daunting task at times with the myriad of details and choices
to make. Try these common sense strategies to make your experience enjoyable
and stress free.
Consider us your partner in every job you produce. By involving us early in
your project, you will realize time and cost savings and ensure high quality
materials delivered on time and within budget. Educate us about your concept for
the project, and we will suggest colors, papers, layouts and finishes that might
shorten the production time or achieve a similar effect at a lower cost.
Develop a realistic timeline. Given today’s advances in printing technology,
buyers often underestimate the time required between job submission and final
delivery. The exact production time depends on the complexity of the project,
including the amount of copy that you will need to proof, the size and shape of the
piece and any special order papers or finishing choices. Providing ample lead-time
will save money by avoiding rush shipping charges.
Understand what specifications you need to provide. The more explicit your
instructions, the more likely you will be happy with the quality and cost of your final
product. One missing piece of information or last-minute change in even a single
element--such as quantity, copy, PMS color, paper selection or finishing option--can
delay a cost estimate, proof or final production of your job.
Proof your job in detail. We will alert you if we identify errors in your copy, but
we are not always familiar with industry-specific jargon, telephone numbers or how
to spell proper names. Your print job cannot move into the next stage of production
until you sign off on the proof. The longer this process takes, the more likely we will
have to reschedule the production of your job. You could incur overnight delivery
charges or miss a deadline altogether.
Even if you do not have a job to submit today, give us a call so we can start
preplanning your next project. We will provide an outline of required specifications,
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and you can help us understand your creative and purchasing processes. Together
we can create a stress-free print buying experience that will exceed your
expectations for quality, efficiency and cost.
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